PMIEF Announces Refreshed Strategic Direction

PMIEF has decided to refresh its strategy and narrow its strategic focus in order to make a greater impact and provide increased value. To better understand this evolving youth focused vision, we've created a Strategic Overview guide to help answer your questions like...Why is the PMIEF strategy evolving? Why youth? How do nonprofits play a role?

Learn More Today!
Evolving Strategy Leads to Refreshed Newsletter – Sign Up Today!

With PMIEF’s strategy evolving, we will be ending the Philanthropist newsletter after April’s issue and launching an updated newsletter called *PM for Social Good®* in May 2019. Don’t worry though! You will still be able to find content on how your gift makes a difference, including our popular Donor Spotlights, along with compelling stories highlighting how your generous donations help the lives of youth around the globe. We want to make this a seamless transition, so we are offering you an opportunity to sign up to the *PM for Social Good®* newsletter...now. Why wait? The signup process is fast and easy!

Sign-up Here
Donor Spotlight: Gerardo Blitzer Seizes Every Opportunity to Help

"Project management is a life skill that applies to absolutely everything. I would stress to fellow project managers to keep in mind the importance of changing lives among the world's youth through education. If that is something you want to do, this is one of the best ways to do it."

Read More
Don't Forget to Apply for the 2019 Kerzner Award!

Have you or someone you know led a successful project...something exceptional? We want to know about it! Apply for the Kerzner Award now to get the global recognition you deserve, receive valuable training and more! Don't miss the 1 May deadline.

Apply Today!